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Speakit
$1.99
Have Speak it read your emails, favorite news articles, documents
and more while you exit the app and do other things with your
iDevice!
Speech Sound on Cue
$23.99
This application shows how to produce speech sounds and words
and encourages speech, even in people with severe speech
difficulties. This easy to use iPad application contains over 500
videos, sound clips and colour photos designed to help adults and
children to produce the consonant speech sounds in isolation, in
words and in sentences.
Conversation starters
$2.99
Questions designed to encourage meaningful conversations.

iName it
$14.99
Different scenes in the home with objects to name. Built in
cueing. Can create a profile for each client. Can track
performance.
Lingraphica TalkPath Therapy
FREE
Practice language and cognitive skills with scientifically designed
tasks in seven areas: speaking, reading, writing, listening,
memory, reasoning, and activities of daily living (ADL).
Language TherAPPY Lite
FREE
A free trial of Language TherAppy, a 4-in-1 app combining
Comprehension, Naming, Writing, and Reading TherAppy! Has
samples of exercises from the full Naming TherAppy app that
includes naming practice (various cues built in), describing and
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flashcards (pictures to name). Full version available for $59.99.
Grammar Express: Tenses Lite
FREE
Study grammar for: present tense, future tense, past tense,
present forms of "to be", present forms of "to have".

Grammar Express: Parts of Speech Lite
Study grammar for: nouns, pronouns, adjectives, verbs,
conjunctions

FREE

Grammar Express: Active and Passive Voice Lite
FREE
Study grammar for: present tense, present continuous tense,
present perfect tense, past tense, past continuous tense, past
perfect tense, future tense, interrogative, imperative,
miscellaneous question on passive voice.
Free Speech
$0.99
Visual communication system that allows users to create folders
of items (such as wants/needs), to express oneself using the
touch screen capabilities of the iPad. Visual This app comes with
pre-installed images, but also allows you to upload your own
personal photographs, as well as an online community for sharing
and downloading image sets.
Locabulary
FREE
This communication app utilizes GPS capabilities of devices to
suggest appropriate words and phrases in a given location (ie.
orders at a restaurant), and has speech output capabilities for
users with impaired speech.
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My Script Memo
FREE
App converts handwriting into text that can be exported and
shared via email, or social media sites like Facebook and Twitter.
Includes 31 recognition languages like French, Spanish, German,
Chinese, Japanese, Arabic, etc.
My Talk Tools Mobile Lite
FREE
App that provides pictures, images, symbols, videos and basic
text-to-speech capabilities for individuals with speech
impairments or difficulties.
Phrase Board
FREE
App allows users to easily communicate their wants and needs
from a list of feeling/want/need statements, as well pain scale to
describe type, location, frequency/duration, and anatomic body
illustration for clarification. Users may also type and draw to
communicate.
SmallTalk Aphasia
FREE
Provides users with extensive vocabulary of pictures and videos
that talk in a natural human voice (female/male). Also contains
mouth position videos for practice and self-cuing, and allows
users to communicate in everyday situations.

SmallTalk Common Phrases
FREE
Provides a series of speech-exercise videos, each illustrating the
tongue and lip movements necessary to produce common
phrases, such as greetings, conversational phrases, and aphasiarelated phrases (ie. " I had a stroke").
SmallTalk Conversational Phrases
FREE
Provides a vocabulary of pictures and videos that talk in a natural
human voice. App contains words and phrases commonly used in
conversations, such as greetings, requests, responses, and
statements about well-being.
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SmallTalk Daily Activities
FREE
Provides a vocabulary of pictures and videos that talk in a natural
human voice. App contains words and phrases related to
activities of daily living such as bathing, dressing, grooming and
leisure. Great for communicating needs with family and
caregivers.
SmallTalk Days, Months, Dates
FREE
Provides a series of speech-exercise videos, each illustrating the
tongue and lip movements necessary to produce days of the
week, months of the year, and numbers 1 through 31.
SmallTalk Intensive Care
FREE
Provides picture-based vocabulary of phrases that patients can
use to communicate their needs and feelings in a medical
environment, such as the ICU. Best used for anyone with
difficulty speaking due to speech impairment, a non-native
speaker, someone who is intubated or has a tracheotomy tube.
SmallTalk Pain Scale
FREE
Provides a vocabulary of pictures and videos that talk in a natural
human voice. App displays level of pain using the Wong-Baker
Faces Pain Scale with pain descriptions, useful for communicating
to caregivers, health-care providers, etc.
Verbally
FREE
This text-to-speech app allows user to express self and
communicate with others when unable to do so. Includes 3
different keyboard layouts, Steady Hands function for users with
limited fine motor skills and learns words used often.
Vocabeans Lite
FREE
App includes images that represent words or phrases that allow
users to communicate ideas, thoughts and feelings. Tap a
VocaBean to play it. Images are customizable and available in 4
separate languages.
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Voice Generator
FREE
Text-to-speech app that speaks for users. Simply type in words
and phrases, then press play to hear what has been typed. May
choose from 4 male voices and 1 female voice. There are options
to adjust pitch, tone and speed of speech.
All About Me Story Book
$2.99
Customizable storybook application for people practicing to say
their personal information. Can import pictures and add texts
and audio to each component.
Proloquo2go
$189.99
Visual and written communication system to support expression.
Text-to-speech function, pictures can be linked to words or
sentences and a series of pictures can be selected to
communicate several sentences in a row. Voice output is an
option.
TalkRocket Go
$99.99
Augmentative and Alternative Communication app for children
and adults. Physically accessible (support for bluetooth, scanning
and step scanning).
Picture Cards Maker Plus
$13.99
Take photo, add written label and add audio if you want. Can
create multiple flashcards and organize into albums.

Face Time
FREE
Video chat; can connect with other people who have the Face
Time app.
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I can Articulate
FREE
App that provides stimulus material (pictures, words, sentence
and stories) for consonant sounds and blends in word initial,
medial and final positions.
Quick Artic
FREE
Collection of coloured photos organized by consonant sounds and
consonant blends in all word positions.

Speech Tutor
$9.99
Videos of sagittal view each consonant phoneme production.
Description of place, manner and voice.

Speech Rates
$1.99
Calculate diadochokinetic syllable rates (puh, tuh, kuh,
puhtuhkuh). Tap your finger on the button for every syllable
produced while the clock runs. Keep going until you get to 20
repetitions and the clock will tell you how long it took for that
production.
S/Z Ratio
$1.99
Measures s/z ratio. Built in stopwatch that times the client's
production of /s/ and /z/ maximum phonation times. Provides
immediate s/z ratio value and interpretation.
iBeat – The metronome
Customizable Metronome. Create different beats.

FREE
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SmallTalk Phonemes
Videos of real mouth producing english phonemes.

FREE

SmallTalk Consonant Blends
Videos of real mouth producing consonant blends.

FREE

SmallTalk Oral Motor
Videos of real mouth producing oral motor postures.

FREE

Tongue Twisters
FREE
A collection of 400 different tongue twisters written in paragraph
form.
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iLarynx
FREE
Virtual Larynx. Scroll down through the mouth to the level of
below the vocal chords. See the vocal chords move at rest and
during a cough.
3D Respiratory System
$0.99
3D graphic of the respiratory system. Separated into individual
components. Graphics can be manipulated with finger, rotated in
all directions and can zoom in/out.
drawMD
FREE
Includes anatomic images of various structures in the ear, nose
and vocal tract on which you can draw, stamp or type.

Bla Bla Bla
FREE
Sound reactive application. Provides visual feedback in response
to volume changes.
Decibel 10th
FREE
Sound level meter that measures sound pressure level in the
environment. Visual feedback for changes in volume.

Megaphone
Megaphone.

FREE
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Voice Test
Measures frequency, jitter and shimmer and provides
interpretation.

$1.99

Speech Amplifier
Amplifies speech. Has a delay between real and amplified
production.

FREE
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